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Michael Adams is a writer and academic living near Wollongong. His work has been
published in Meanjin, The Guardian, and Australian Book Review, as well as numerous
academic journals and book chapters. His essay on freediving, loss and mortality, ‘Salt
Blood’ won the 2017 Calibre Essay Prize.

Flood
He has driven down in tears in the car from the conversations with the psychologist, and the way they run the retreat lays bare his
emotions even more (a woman he doesn’t know next to him on the mats is also sobbing). By Sunday first thing he is a mess, and
after the early morning meditation session feels shaky and vulnerable. He cannot bear to be with other people, so walks across fields
to the river. It has been raining for days, everything is sodden, green, muddy.
But the river is a vision: huge, swollen, patterned, powerfully moving, the great sweep of current surging down. It has swelled over
the banks, completely fills the low valley. The sky is unbroken white, rain is hammering down, a percussion of sound – water on
leaves, on wood, on mud, on water. The river itself makes no sound, the enormous powerful surge of current totally silent. It is a
great block of muted colour with a mobile, patterned, articulated surface.
A bird flies heavily away from low branches, dark in the clouded morning. There is no one here. He strips on the flooded ledge,
piles his clothes in the wet fork of a tree, steps naked into the water. The air is warm and humid, the rain cold on his shoulders, his
feet grip the sliding mud. He takes another step and dives, swims hard into the middle of the river, strokes strong and precise. The
river is cold but he feels encased in his warm body, the cold just flowing over his skin, not reaching his core. When he pauses to
orient, the far bank looks like the Amazon, a dense wall of wet green forest coming down to the water’s edge.
In the middle of the swollen current he feels good, his body reliable. The joy and wild beauty of the swim have recalibrated him.
The current is pushing fast and he turns upstream to gain some distance. Eyes open, the light glows through brown silty water, eyes
closed he is back inside his warm body. Swimming hard and gracefully, there is a sudden massive shock – a split second of
realisation, the broken tree trunk swirls past, blood in his eyes, blood in the brown water. He feels his slackening body roll in the
dark flood.
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